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Abstract:
The major purpose of this study is to explore: (a) What is the Japaneseadult I-l oral
narrative sryle? (b) IIave native English-speaking bilinguals acquired the form
characteristic of Japanesenarrative style? In order to investigate these questions, I used
total of hundred eighty nanatives of childhood memories, stories of an injury, and
memorable incidents during a trip which were told by fifteen native Japanese-speaking
bilinguals OiJB) and fifteen native English-speaking bilinguals (NIEB). These prompts
have been used successfully for interviewing adults (N{ccabe and Peterson, 1991), and
children (Petersonand McCabe, 1983).
All tapes were first transcribed into utterances, and then broken into narrative clauses. Each
narrative clause was scored as one of the following categories of High Point Analysis:
attention, orientation, action, evaluation, outcome, and coda. Dfferences in narrattve
structure in Japaneseand in English are explored using Stanza Analysis and High Point
Analysis. These trvo analyses are compatible: Stanza Analysis defines units, while High
Point Analysis categorizesthe content of units.
In the Japanese narratives by both NJB and NEB the most frequent form was a stanza
pattern consisting of three-lines. "Outcome" was used more in Japanesein all three kinds
of stories by both NJB and NEB. 'Action" was used more in English injury story by both
groups. In short NEB seem to have acquired the characteristic of Japanese nar.ative to
some extent.
Acquiring the narrative structure of L2 is important in terms of one's comprehensibility in
L2 in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. In order to maximize opportunities for the
development of proficiency in narrative, more research on narTative style is necessary so
that teachers of Japanese will be able to teach Japanese narrative style explicitly in the
classroom.

l. Introduction
Foreign language leamers have trouble producing oral narratives which
sound "natural" to native speakers. Though foreign language(FL) students
are explicitly taught vocabulary,grammar,and phonology, discoursestyle is
typically not part of the FL curriculum. l-anguage teachers focus on
students grammatical elrors (Lado, 1983).
Advanced FL learners'
difficulties in conveying their messageto native speakersmay, however,
relate less to their vocabulary, grammatical, or phonological errors than to
their way of structuring oral discourse. Producing culturally aPpropriate
extended discourse units is perhaps the most challenging aspect of FL
acquisition.
In this study I investigate: (a) what precisely adult Japanesenarrative
styles by native Japanese-speak ing
bilinguals (NJB) are, and (b) whether
narive English-speakin g bilinguals (NEB) have similar characteristic of
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Japanesenarrative style, by analyzing narrativesof their earliest memory,
injury story and travel story in English and in Japanese.
2. Definition of Minimal Narrative
Definition of minimal narrativeis "a sequenceof two restricted
(independent)clauses which are temporally ordered; that is, a change in
their order will result in a change in the temporal sequenceof the onginal
semanticinterpretation"([.abov and Waletzky, 1967,p.A).

3. The Importance of Narratives
Narration is a common form of oral discourse,and narrative style reflects
the interaction between languageand culture (Blum-Kulka & Snow, 1992;
Hymes, 1982;Gee, 1986, 1989, 1991;Minami & McCabe, 1992; Scollon&
Scollon, 1981). According to l-alcrv (1972), narrativeshave servedas tools
for understanding cognitive and linguistic processes. Narratives are a
particularly useful tool in relating personal experience. Personal narratives
are a means of making sense of our experiences,and form the basis of the
discourseanalysesof l.abov (l9fz) and of Petersonand McCabe (1983).
Asking for an earliest memory, stories of an injury, and a memorable
incident during a trip are prompts that have been used successfully for
interviewing adults (McCabe and Peterson, 1991), and children (Peterson
and McCabe, 1983).
In this study narrativeson thesethree topics in eachlanguage(forty-five
stories in Japaneseand forty-five in English) were collected from fifteen
Japanesenative speakers and fifteen English native speakers (total of
hundredeighty stories),and usedfor analysesthroughoutthis study.
Minami and McCabe ( 1991, 1992)describedhow Japanesechildren's
narrative structure differs from English speaking children's narative
structure, using a synthesis of Stanza Analysis and High Point Analysis.
Since thesemethodsof analysisare appropriateand reliable in reflecting the
structureof Japanesenarratives,they were used in a previous study of mine
(Maeno, 1996),and were usedagain for the analysisof the current study.
4. Research Questions
The major purposeof this study is to explore whether native Englishspeaking bilinguals (NEB) have acquired the form characteristic of Japanese
narrative. The questions I intend to address in this proposed project are the
following:
(a) What are the adult Japaneseoral narrative styles?
(b) Have native English-speakingbilinguals (NEB) acquiredthe form
characteristicof Japanesenarrativestyle?
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In order to investigate the above questions,I used narratives of subjects'
earliest memories, stories of an in1ury, and memorable incidents during a
trip.
5. Methods
5.1 Subjects
Participants are two groups of bilinguals; fifteen native speakersof
English who are bilingual in Japanese(NEB) I and fifteen native speakersof
Japanese(N.le;2 who are bilingual in English. Both groups have studiedthe
other language to a level of advanced proficiency in grammar so that they
can constructstoriesin both languages.
5.2 Procedure
Each subjecthad two interview sessions,one in English and the other tn
Japanese.Each sessionincluded three topics: prompts to elicit their earliest
memories, injury stones, and memorable incidents during their trip. A
native speaker of Japaneseconducted the interviews in Japanese,and a
native speakerof English in English. To minimize the possible effects of
order, half the subjectsin each group were inten'iewed in Japanesefirst, and
the other half were interviewed in English first.
Each interviewer narratedhis or her own storiesas promptsconsistently
for all the subjects. Each subject was asked to tell their stones
spontaneouslyright after the interviewer's prompt. Dunng the narrative
productions the interviewers let the subjects take the lead and respond
minimally to the subjects'narratives.
The stories used for analysis in this study are produced by each subject
u'ithout the interviewer'sinterruption. The interviewerstry to avoid asking
questionsexcept for clarification becauseof the possibility of changing the
direction of the story. For this study only storiesabout specific eventswere
analvzed3(McCabe and Peterson.l99l).

I English native bilinguals are graduate and undergraduate students who are
advanced Japanese students (fourth-year or fifth-year level) in a university in
the U,S. I chose them as the subjects of this study because they are native
speakers of English, and are fluent enough to tell extended stories in
Japanese.
2 ;apanese native bilinguals are graduate students in the U.S. or those who
finished undergraduate in Japan. They have been in the U.S. less than five
years so that they do not have too much influence in English. I chose them as
subjects for this study because they are native speakers ofJapanese, and are
fluent enough to tell extended stories in English.
3 Some people have a tendency to reminisce about a series of events.
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5.3 Coding
All tapes were first transcribed into utterances,and then broken into
narrativeclauses. Each narrative clausewas scoredas one of the following:
onentation, action, evaluation, outcome, and coda. Differences in narrative
structurein Japaneseand in English are explored using StanzaAnalysis and
High Point Analysis. These two analysesare compatible: Slanza Analysis
definesunits, while High Point Analysis categorizesthe contentof units.
6. Stanza Analysis and High Point Analysis
6.1 Stanza Analysis
StanzaAnalysis was developedby Hymes (i982) and extendedby Gee
(1989, 1991). If speech errors and disfluencies are removed, an "ideal"
structure that reflects the overall shape and patteming of a tert remalns
(Gee, 1989). This ideal structurecontains "lines." A "stanza"is a group of
lines about a single topic that capturesa single "vignette." In other words, a
"stanza"is a "thematically constantunit" composedof "changeof fragment
character,event, location, time, or narrative function"(Gee, 1989). Stanzas
sometimes fall into related pairs, which are called "strophes." In turn,
strophescomprise larger units called "parts" which make up the story as a
whole.
6.2 High Point Analysis
After using StanzaAnalysis to divide narrativesinto "lines," "stanzas,"
and "parts," High Point Analysis based on the Labovian approach (tabov,
1972; McCabe & Peterson, 1991; Minami & McCabe, 1992; Peterson&
McCabe 1983) was used to analyze the narrative function of each "line."
Each line plays the role of "atlention getter," "orientation," "action,"
"evaluation," "outcome," or "coda" (see Coding for High Point Analysis,
and example of coded transcript). High Point Analysis enabled me to
examine whether elements like "orientation," "evaluation," "action," and
"outcome" were used similarly in Japaneseand English narratives. By' using
both Stanza Analysis and High Point Analysis, I can delineatepattems of
discourse within the two languages and then compare them across
languages.

6.3 Reliability
All transcriptswere coded by the author who is bilingual in Japaneseand
English. Twenty percentof the data from the previous study (Maeno, 1996)

"Descriptive sequences constituted 19.O%of the childhood and 16.7% of the
adolescent recollections. Conversely, 81.0% and 82.3o/oof all memories were
specific" (p.149, McCabeand Peterson,1991).
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were independentlycoded by native speakersof each languageas well as
the author. Reliability for StanzaAnalysis was estimatedusing the formula:
(number of agreements on segmentation / number of agreements on
segmentation+ number of disagreements)x 100 percent. Rate of agreement
for "lines" rvas estimated to be 87.95 percent for Japanese,and 83.67
percent for English. Rate of agreementfor "stanza"was estimatedto be 85
percentfor Japanese,and 80 percent for English. Reliability of High Point
Analysis was estimated using Cohen's kappa (Bakeman and Gottman,
1986).4 Reliability of High Point Analysis for Japanesewas .90 and .83 for
English. Estimatesof kappa over .81 representextremely high agreement
(L a ndis& K oc h, 1 9 7 7 ).
Coding for High Point AnalYsis
Att "attention getter" - attention getter at outset of narrative
(e.g., "yeah, the earliestthing I remember")
- setting the stagefor the narrated events
OR "orientation"
(e.g., "it was a friend's birthday)
- Orientationwith Action
oR(A)
- Orientation with Evaluation
oR(E)
action (e.g.' "puresentoo mot-te ik-i-mas-i-ta":
A "action"
" (I) brought a present.")
A(E)
- Action with evaluation
"(I) was sad",
E "evaluation" -evaluative( e.g.,"kanasi-kat-ta":
"tanosi-kat-ta":" (It) was fun")
- one'sviewPoint
(e.g., "there were very distinct dichotomiesin the classroom.")
OUT "outcome" - representingthe result(s)of specific actions,
whether evaluatively(e.g., "blood gushedout") or
in terms of physical consequences
(e.g., "[a nail] came off") or both (e.g."fracture[of arm
occurred]").
C "coda" - e.g., "hai, kodomo no hanasidesu": "Here you go,
(lt) is (my) childhood story",

Po

Pc

- Pc
1
Po is the proportion of agreement actually observed, whereas Pc is the
proportion expected by chance. Po is computed by adding the tallies
representing agreement and dividing by the total number of tallies. Pc is
computed b1' adding by chance agreement probabilities for each coding
category.
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"ato de wakarimasitakedo ...": "(l) understoodlater, but ...",
" ima yoku oboeteimasen": " Now (l) don't remembervery
well." (at the end of the story)

Example of Coded Transcript

xlTK:

1

xlTK: 2
3
*INV:
xlTK: 4
xlTK: 5
Toerr:

xlTK: I
xlTK: 2
xlTK: 3

xlTK: I
Voeni
xlTK: 2
Tcerr'.

xlTK: I
*ITK:
*ITK: 2
Vcerr:
xlTK: 3

ToerT:
xlTK: 4

xlNV:

Stanza 1
my injury story
story was.
when I was a ten yearsold
when I played soccurfootball.
uh huh.
I I sled to on the stone.
and I I had cut my head [x].
$EXP

Att
OR
OR
A
OLIT

Stanza2
and the
uhhh I didn't [/] I didn't know what happened.
E
but uhhh some teammateaskedme what happened
on your head.
A
and I had a lot of blood
OtlT
of [i/] on my face.
Stanza3
and uh someuh studentscalleda [x] ambulance.
$PAR
and uh I I was took [x] to the hospital.
$VER

A
A

Stanza4
and uh the doctor said to me.
A(E)
oh I neededto stay at the hosprtalat leastlbr tu o u'eeks.
but uhhh
E
I didn't feel so much big problem[=! laugh] so [x].
$EXP
I enjoyedthe even the [x] stayingin that uh
A(E)
uhhh at the hospital like a
just like a hotel [=! laugh].
$EXP
so [=! lsughl I I walking around [//] w'alkedaround uh
hospital to have to look into
A
look for somethinginteresting.
uh huh.

i7

xlTK: I

XIN V :
*ITK: 2

Stanza5
laugh]
so
[=!
doctor said to me
you need to go away [=! laugh].
[=! laugh].
just in a one [x] week [=! taugh].

7.Analyses
(a) What are the Japaneseadult Ll oral narrative styles?
Each type of narrative element was proportionalized over all narrative
clausesbecausenarratives vary in length. First, I examined what proportion
of the stanzas produced in Japaneseand in English by the native speakers
are one-line, two-line, three-line and so forth. Histograms (Figure I and
Figure 2) show the proporlion of one-line, two-line, and three-linestanzasin
each narrative prompt to see if there is any prominent pattern in each
language. Three-line stanzas typical of Japanese children's narrative
(Minami, l99l: 1992) were found prominent in the Japanesenarrative and
in my previous study.
Secondly,I computedgroup meansfor the proportion of all narrative
clausesin the two languagesof each native languagegroup that are codedas
"attention getter," "orientation," "action," "evaluation," "outcome," and
"coda." Tables (Table I and Table 2) show the mean of each narrative
element in each narrative prompt to see if there is any prominent patternin
each language.
A distribution pattem of using more outcomesin Japaneseand more
actions in English was found in the previous study (Maeno, 1996). To
examine if "outcome" appearsin the last position of a stanza,I investigated
the frequency of "outcome" appearingat the end of each stanza.
(b) Have native English-speaking bilinguals (NEB) acquired
the form characteristic ofJapanese narrative style?
To answer this question, I compare the differences between the results
from native Japanese-speakingbilinguals (NJB) and the ones by nattve
English-speakingbilinguals (NEB). If the Japanesenarrativesby NEB have
similar characteristicsas the narrativesby NJB, it is likely that NEB have
acquired the form characteristic of Japanese narrative at least to some
extent.
8. Results
E.l High Point Analysis
The Inyury Stories(INJ) by both NJB and NEB in Table I and Table 2
show'that there is a tendencyof more outcomesin Japanesethan in English.
The childhood stories (CHD) also show that pattern, and the travel stories
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(TRP) indicate that pattern in a smaller extent. I would intelpret this as the
Native English bilinguals (NEB) seemto have acquiredthe characteristicof
Japaneseoral narrative style to some extent.
The proportion of "outcome" appearingin the last position of a stanza
shows the great€rextent in Japanesethan in English in any of the prompts
by both groups of native speakers. However, the numbers are so small that I
will needthe t-test to answerthe significancelevel.
In my previous study I found more "actions" in English than in Japanese.
This pattern appeared most in the injury stories by both NJB and NEB. In
addition, both groups had the tendencyof using more "OR(A)" (onenution
with action) in Japanesethan in English in all the prompts.
Table l: Means of each coding for each prompt in each language
By Native Japanese-speakingbilinguals (NJB) (7o)

m

Att

.IAP
ENG

4.M
7.71

X

Att

-IAP
ENG

3.08
2;t2

n

Att

.IAP
ENG

r.75
1.09

A(E)
oR
oR(A) oR(E) A
33. 8 1 1 .6 9 7 .2 9 t3.73 4.55
31.73 6.51 4.63 13.62 4.68

OUT (last)
E
11.92 7.14(2.46)
19.06 4.78 0.99)

A(E)
oR(A) OR(E) A
oR
22.23 12.53 5.41 r7.r3 5.06
24.31 6.53 4.73 2r.r5 7.M

C
OUT (last)
E
1,1.80 14.16(6.53) 4.4'7
19.29 10.30(5.37) 3.07

A(E)
oR(A) oR(E) A
oR
29.28 9.99 13.74 15.77 5.60
34.22 8.45 10;7'7 14.38 3.06

OUT (last)
E
16.73 4.33 (3.12)
2r.24 4.r7 (r.22)

C
1.61
4.43

C
1.70
2.23

Table 2: Means of each coding for each prompt in each language
By Native English-speaking bilinguals (NEB) (7o)

ffi

Att

-IAP
ENG

3.42
'7,65

OR
29.67
26.69

ffi

Att

oR

.IAP
ENG

4.24
4.65

oR(A) OR(E) A
t3 .52
19.72 11.46 7.55
'7.03 2r.12
19.19 8.36

n

Att

oR

.rAP
ENG

r.88
3.r4

2r.32 11.56 t3.33
9.57
28.06 9.52

A(E)
oR(A) oR(E) A
7.a9
t7 .g
tt.9'7 4.66
9. 16
15. 13 6. 75
8. 69

oR(A) oR(E)

C
OUT (last)
E
(5.02)
5.54
6.45
16.34
16.18 4.92 (2.3'7) 5.06

C
OUT (last)
E
A(E)
4.23
18.s6 15.08(7.37) 4.79
3.',79 2r.5O 10.29(4.48) 3.16

A(E)
A
18.29 6.42
7.23
t6.U

OUT (last) C
E
22.02 2.99(r.26) r.79
2r.22 2.39(1.18) 2.03
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8.2 Stanza Analysis
The three-linestanzastypical of Japanesechildren's narrativewere found
prominent in this study's injury stories(lNJ) and in travel stories(TRP), and
especially in injury stories (Figure I and Figure 2). The NJB have the
greaterextent of differencesbetweentheir Japanesestoriesand their English
storiesin all three prompts.
Figure l: Histogram of lines per stanza
By Native Japanese-speakingbilinguals (NJB)
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Figure 2: Histogram of lines per stanza
By Native English-speaking Bilinguals (NEB)
(mean Vo)
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9. Discussion
(a) What are the adult Japanese oral narrative styles?
The Japaneseoral narrative styles by adult native speakerstend to
organize their oral stories in three-line groups with very few of the other
number of lines in their injury stories and travel stories. Childhood stories
(CHD) somehow didn't show this pattern, and actually showed this pattern
in their English sessions. The injury and travel stories in English on the
other hand tend to spread more in terms of number of lines. In other words,
when adult Japanesenative speakerstold their injury and travel stories,they
organizedtheir storiesin more variety of lines such as two-line and four-line
stanzas.
When adult Japanesenative speakerstold their stories in Japanese,they
used more "outcome" in all three prompts, especiallygreaterextent in their
injury stories. They tend to use "outcome" in the last position of a stanza
more often than they did in their English stories. They used more "action"
in English in their injury stories than their Japaneseinjury stories. They
used more OR(A) in Japanesein all of the three prompts than in English
stories.
(b) Have native English-speaking bilinguals (NEB) acquired
the form characteristic of Japanese narrative style?
Native English-speakingbilinguals in this study seemto have the similar
pattern as the native Japanese-speakingbilinguals. The native English
speaking bilinguals also tend to organize their oral stories in three-line
groups with very few of the other number of lines in their injury stories and
travel stories. As shown in the native Japanesespeakers,childhood stories
(CHD) show the reverseof this pattern;more prominent three-linestanzasin
English. As shown in the Japanesenative speakersdata, the injury and
travel stories in English by NEB also tend to spread more in terms of
number of lines, they organizedtheir storiesin more variety of lines such as
two-line and four-line stanzas.
As adult Japanesenative speakerstold their storiesin Japaneseusing
more "outcome" in all three prompts,especiallygreaterextent in their injury
stories,the NEB also have the similar patternshowing in Table 2. They also
tend to use "outcome" in the last position of a stanza more often than they
did in their English stories. In addition they used more "action" in English
in their injury stories than their Japaneseinjury stories like NJB did. They
also have the similar tendencyas NJB using more OR(A) in Japanesein all
of the three prompts than in English stories. Therefore, I would like to
conclude that native English speakershave acquired the form characteristic
of Japaneseoral narrative styles of adult Japanesenative speakers.
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10. Conclusion and Educational Implication
approIn this study I examinedwhether NEB have acquiredculturally
priate oral narrative skrlls in Japanese. Acquinng the target language's
narrative style is the most important and challenging part of second
language (L2) learning, and there is typically no specific explanation of
narrativestyle given in L2 languagetextbooks.
To improve grammar, pronunciation,and vocabularyin secondlanguage
classrooms,Contrastive Analysis (tado, 1983), a common method in L2
teaching, is designed to anticipate transfer errors from the native language to
a L2. Transfer errors in these domains are frequent, but students'difficulties
in conveying their messageto native speakersof Japanesemay relate less to
their vocabulary, grammatical,and phonological errors than to their way of
structuring oral discourse. Producing culfurally appropriate extended
discourseunits is perhapsthe most challengingaspectof L2 acquisition.
grammar, vocabulary, sociolinguisticappropriateness,
Inadditionto
kinesics, and cultural understanding,L2 learnersneed to learn how to tell
narratives in a culturally appropriate manner in order to be able to function
fully as a community member. Japaneseteachersdo not teach the Japanese
narrative style explicitly. Japanesestudents have been learning Japanese
narrative style incidentally mainly through listening and reading Japanese
narrativesparticularly when living in Japan.
Acquiring the narrative structureof L2 is also important in terms of: (1)
one's comprehensibility in L2 in listening, speaking, reading, and writing,
(2) ability to read and understand L2 literature, and (3) ability to write
effectively in L2, since the rhetorical organization of written genres shows
structural differences in different languages (Fox, 1986; Kaplan, 1966;
1972).
How can languageteachershelp their studentsbecomelinguistically
proficient in the classroom setting? In order to maximize opportunitiesfor
the development of proficiency in narrative style among students, teachers
need to become aware of the narrative style first. Therefore, more research
on narrative style is necessary so that teachers of Japanesewill be able to
teachJapanesenarrative style explicitly in the classroom. There is still a lot
more work in terms of how I can put the result of this study into practice.
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